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Abstract 
 

A project to prepare an exhaustive handbook of WIMS-D cross sections for thermal 
reactor applications comparing different WIMS-D compatible nuclear data libraries 
originating from various countries has been successfully implemented.  A computer 
software, called XnWlup2.0, with graphical user interface for MS Windows has been 
developed at BARC.  This report summarizes the salient features of this new software for the 
users of WIMS-D libraries. Several sample outputs produced by the software are presented 
to illustrate the powerful use of this software for routine use in reactor physics analyses. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 Soon after the discovery of nuclear fission, several pioneers in nuclear energy 
dedicated their efforts to obtain estimates of basic nuclear cross section data of a number of 
actinides, moderators, structural elements and coolant materials both experimentally and 
theoretically.  In the early sixties, the nuclear data were already significantly improved as 
compared to the status in the fifties but still the reactor design had to be based upon 
simplistic descriptions of nuclear power reactors.  The simpler computer modeling in the 
sixties was complimented, as a mandatory requirement, by a number of one to one mock up 
of integral experiments for validation of nuclear data and methods for safe operation of the 
research and power reactors.  The effective neutron-nuclear interaction cross sections of 
major fissile and fertile isotopes (U-235, U-238 and Pu-239) were then adjusted to fit the 
results of integral experiments.  The nuclear reactors were successfully designed and 
operated by this approach.  However, new designs again needed many new experiments and 
detailed integral validation.  Further, not all the adjustments in basic data were justified 
when improved differential measurements were conducted and results of new basic data 
became available several years later.  These procedures in sixties were sound and practical at 
that time and were applicable in a restricted way to only specific systems for the limited 
burnup and operating parameters that were studied.  Today, after nearly 60 years since the 
first reactor pile, many of the experiments can be simulated without adjusting the cross 
section data of U-235, U-238 and Pu-239 as a result of greatly improved nuclear data and 
improved methods of calculations of neutron transport. 
 

The nuclear data efforts falls broadly into two distinct categories, one long term and 
another relatively short term. The former efforts are designed to support research in basic 
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understanding of the nucleus and find answers to questions related to a fundamental 
understanding of nature including the origin of the Universe.  The second is to meet the 
design requirements of existing and advanced nuclear systems for efficient and safe 
operation and waste disposal.  New concepts of nuclear systems can be studied with greater 
confidence, without lack of generality if the basis of nuclear data used in simulation is 
sound.  It is well recognized that the studies of advanced nuclear systems such as thorium 
fuelled reactors or accelerator driven sub-critical systems need new measurements of basic 
data for extended energy regions and for new elements.  Nuclear data of minor actinides 
need to be extensively studied from safety point of view in order to examine the feasibility 
of waste disposal by transmutation.  The present research interests deal with evolving such 
strategies as the utilization of thorium, the extension of the life time of presently operating 
power reactors, the increase of the fuel residence time/burn-up, the plutonium usage and 
recycling, and in particular the incineration of long lived actinides and long-lived fission 
products to explore the possibility to solve the nuclear waste problem.  The detailed 
feasibility study and safety assessment of these strategies requires the accurate knowledge of 
neutron-nuclear reaction data as a function of energy.  Both higher fuel burn-up and 
especially waste incineration options require improved and partly new data on a number of 
actinides.   The quality assurance in design and safety studies in nuclear energy in the next 
few decades and centuries require new and improved data with high accuracy and energy 
resolution. 
 

THE NEED FOR XnWlup SOFTWARE 
 
The generation of WIMS library from first principles has been demonstrated by the 

experience in the IAEA WIMS-D Library Update Project.  The details and outputs of this 
project are described at the web-site: http://www-nds.iaea.org/wimsd/.  A strong need was 
felt by scientists using the non-commercial version of the WIMS code system or its 
equivalent to create a software with user-friendly graphical interfaces to enable quick 
visualization of the energy dependence of the multi-group cross sections of any nuclide of 
interest. 

 
Ideally, the reactor designer would like to have a convergence, universally, in the 

basic data and employ a single source of basic evaluated data file.  In the field of nuclear 
energy, nuclear data files in different countries have been improving as a function of time 
and by addition of new isotopes and extension of data to higher energies.  This is natural as 
science by definition is in continuous search of truth.  Science by definition never claims that 
it found the absolute truth.  Reactor designer pose several questions: 

 
1. What is the change in a nuclear data in the WIMS format as a result of improvements 

in the last few decades with respect to the status of nuclear data in 1971, 1986 and 
2002? 

2. Can we easily get to compare nuclear characteristics of basic quantities such as 
absorption or fission or scattering for different materials in different energy regions? 

3. How does the eta of Pu-239 or U-235 compare with that of U-233? 
4. Have the multi-group cross sections from different data files converged for a given 

isotope? To what extent? 
5. How does one have ready display of basic data to help interpret different results 

obtained with the use of different multi-group datasets, say for safety related void 
reactivity effect as a function of burnup in an advanced thorium reactor? 
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6. Has the scattering cross sections for hydrogen bound in water been the same in all the 
evaluated files? 

7. How to readily have graphs of data to help assign priority in funding to resolve 
discrepancies in the vast amount of basic nuclear data?  

etc. 
 

Questions such as these posed by reactor designers, nuclear data researchers and 
policy makers often essentially demand an inescapable capability to obtain, as a first and 
basic step, extensive visualization of nuclear data of each isotope for each specified energy 
region for the required partial reaction/parameter for each of the WIMS-D libraries.  In a 
typical case of a WIMS-D library with, say 150 isotopes for the sake of illustration, with 30 
of them as actinides as an example, with five reactions (total, transport, scattering, out-
scattering, absorption), and, for actinides in addition with four quantities fission, nufission, 
nubar and eta would require in principle about 6000 graphs for a single library for six 
selected energy regions.  For a system of, say, 7 different WIMS-D libraries that we have, 
this amounts to 42000 histograms. The ratio plots for the same data again will number 
another 42000.  Thus 84000 plots in all would be needed to complete the visualization 
requirements.  This number will increase if the ratio plots are to be re-obtained with a 
different reference.  To solve this complex and laborious problem with a high level of 
quality assurance, we successfully developed a computer program ‘XnWlup’ with graphical 
user interface to help the users of WIMS-D library. 
 
SYSTEM’S REQUIREMENT AND NEEDED INPUT FILES FOR XnWlup 

 
The XnWlup software has been designed to help generate and view the histogram of 

69/172 multi-group cross sections as a function of neutron energy.  This program has been 
designed using Microsoft Visual C++ and Microsoft Foundation Classes Library (Refs. 1-2).  
The features of this new software and some interesting experiences are presented in this 
article. 
 

The XnWlup2.0 software package described in this article has been developed as the 
second and modified version of our previous (Ref. 3) software package ‘XnWlup'.  Both the 
versions of this software have been designed using Microsoft Visual C++ to help the users.  
Histogram of multi-group cross sections as a function of neutron energy for a given nuclide 
is viewed by selecting a particular WIMS-D library. In addition to this, now this modified 
version helps the WIMS-D library users to compare the histograms of multi-group cross 
sections from different library.  This program is developed for MS-WINDOWS.  In order to 
provide online help for this program, the help topics are made in HTML format and 
compiled with Microsoft HTML Help Workshop.  This process necessitates the requirement 
on the part of the user to have Microsoft Internet Explorer in order to view the online help 
topics. 

 
This software package consists of the following files, all of which come in a single 

zipped file. 
 
1. xnwlup2.exe 
2. xnwlup2.chm (Online help file viewed through MS Internet Explorer) 
3. material list files ( endfb6.lst, endfb6gx.lst, jef22.lst, jendl32.lst,iaea.lst, 

iaeagx.lst,jendl3gx.lst,WIMS1971.lst ) 
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4. BmpSave.dll 
5. Readme.txt 

 
It is assumed that the WIMS-D cross-section data to be plotted are already available 

with the user of the XnWlup software.  This software reads the WIMS-D library data in 
ASCII format from standard libraries such as "jendl32.lib", endfb6.lib, jef22.lib etc. (See 
http://www.rcp.ijs.si/~wlup/wimslib/index.html).  The software assumes the standard 
WIMS-D format while retrieving the different cross sections like scattering, absorption, 
transport, fission etc. 

 
The required input files from the user machine are: 
 
1. Library data files (ASCII) (For example: jendl32.lib or endfb6.lib or jef22.lib) 
2. Material List files (ASCII) that contains NIN (Nuclear Identification Number), 

Symbol and Name for the respective element.  
3. BmpSave.dll file to save the plotted histograms in a image file using ‘Windows 

Bitmap’ format. 
 

There are at this time nine material list files included in this package. These files are 
meant for the currently available WIMS-D libraries jendl32.lib, endfb6.lib, jef22.lib and 
endfb6gx.lib, jendl3gx.lib, iaea.lib, iaeagx.lib, WIMS1986.lib and WIMS1971.lib. The file 
name of the material list file used for a given library and the file name given to that library 
are same except that the ‘lst’ extension is used for material list where as ‘lib’ extension is 
used for library. 
 

The material list file can be made by editing the ‘matlst.txt‘ file available at 
http://www.rcp.ijs.si/~wlup/wimslib/matlst.txt.  For example, the file ‘matlist.lst’ that is 
provided with our software package is made after the above-mentioned editing.  Selection of 
these input files is performed by browsing while the program starts working.  
 
 
WORKING WITH THE SOFTWARE 
 
 Due to the existence of graphical mode operating systems like MS-WINDOWS, 
many user programs are currently designed with user-friendly graphical interface.  This 
graphical interface consists of a main window (a rectangular area allotted to the given 
program) that includes menus, tool bar buttons, dialog boxes etc.  This type of graphical user 
interface (Ref. 1 and Ref. 2) helps the users to execute the program in a way he wants 
without going through the manuals that explains the working procedure.  Our software 
‘XnWlup‘ is developed with this graphical user interface in order to help those users who 
frequently refer to the WIMS-D library cross section data of neutron-nuclear reactions to 
understand and interpret the interplay of different nuclear reaction data in reactor design 
calculations.  The software also helps to produce handbook of WIMS-D cross sections.  The 
typical working procedure of the ‘ XnWlup’ program is explained in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1.  Typical Working Procedure of ‘XnWlup‘ program 
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Opening the Input Files 
 
Once the program is executed, the brief introduction window appears to direct the user to 
select the library file.  After this introduction window, a ‘File Open Dialog Boxe‘ is followed 
for selecting the input WIMS-D library files as shown in Fig. 2.  By browsing through the 
various folders the user can select a single or a multiple WIMS-D library files. Note that 
XnWlup requires WIMS-D libraries in ASCII format.  It is expected that the user has a 
material list file for each WIMS-D library file. The names of the material list file and library 
file are same except the extension ‘.lst’ for material file where as the WIMS-D library file 
has the ‘.lib’ extension. The material list file should be stored in the same folder where the 
WIMS-D libraries are stored. 
 
 

 

Fig. 2.  File Open Dialog Box to select the WIMS Library Input File displays 
the nine libraries 
 
Interface Commands 

 
If the user has properly selected the subdirectory in which the input files (WIMS-D 

libraries and the Material List files reside), the main window of this software appears as 
given in Fig. 3.  At this stage, by default, the program has selected the top most element 
listed in the library, generally Hydrogen bound in water.  Now the user can make out those 
tool bar buttons provided for interface commands.  It is the convention followed while 
designing the Graphical User Interface that for each toolbar button there is a respective menu 
item.  In our software, we have also provided the user with a menu item for each toolbar 
button that represents an interface command.  There are three types of interface commands 
implemented in this program as they are shown using separator in the tool bar of the Main 
Window (See Fig.3). 

 
 The program plots, by default, the total cross section of the first nuclide found in the 
library, which is normally Hydrogen bound in water as shown in Fig. 3.  Table 1 lists the 
function of each tool bar button that one can see in the main window.  Now user can select 
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the required WIMS-D library file.  Multiple selections of libraries are also allowed.  After 
selecting the library and by pressing the ‘Open’ button the main window appears as shown 
below. 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Main Window of ‘XnWlup2.0‘ software with Graphical User Interface 
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Table 1:  Function of each tool bar button in the main window 
 
Button 
Face 

Menu command Function 

 File | Print To get the hard copy of the plotted 
graphs 

 Edit | Add/Remove/Edit Graphs To add/remove graphs and Edit the 
parameters for each graph like 
Library name, name of Nuclide, 
Reaction type, Temperature 

 File | Save as BITMAP To save the plotted graphs as 
bitmap image in a hard disk file 

 File | Save Cross section  To Save the cross section Data in a 
ASCII file 

 Edit | Graphs Colors To change the color for each graph 
plotted and also to add the symbols 

 View | Legend To display the Legend for each 
graph plotted 

 View | Ratio To View the ratio of cross section 
data between the reference graph 
and other graphs 

 View | Linear Scale To plot the graphs with the linear 
scale for the cross section 

 Edit | Energy Range To view the graphs in different 
energy groups like thermal, fast, 
resonance etc. 
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Adding, Removing and Editing the Cross Section plots 
 

For any WIMS-D library, the top most cross section data is given for Hydrogen-
bound in water and this program by default selects the first element listed in the library and 
also by default total cross section is chosen.  Therefore, initially, the XnWlup program 
displays the Hydrogen total cross section for Hydrogen bound in water in the main window. 

 
In this program, the plotted cross section graph is parameterized by four parameters. 

These parameters are listed below. 
 

1. Name of the Library,  
2. Name of the Nuclide,  
3. Type of data:  

Neutron-nuclear reaction total, scattering, transport, absorption, fission  
or parameters nufission, nubar and eta 

4. Temperature. 
 
 In order to add new graphs with the chosen parameters and to edit the previously 
plotted graphs for changing the parameters, the user employs the dialog box that is shown in 
Fig. 4.  The same dialog box is also used to delete any one of the plotted graphs by activating 
the “Remove Graph” button. 
 

 
Figure 4. This dialog box to ‘Edit | Add/Remove/Edit Graphs’ 

 
 The dialog box shown in Fig. 4 is invoked either by activating the toolbar button  
or by the menu command ‘Edit | Add/Remove/Edit Graphs’.  This dialog box has three push 
button controls titled ‘Add Graph’, ‘Remove Graph’ and ‘Edit Graph’.  These push button 
controls are meant for adding a new graph, removing the graph and changing the graph’s 
parameters.  After these push button controls shown is an edit box control with spin button  
that displays the graph number whose parameters are displayed in the remaining edit box 
controls.  The spin button’s up/down control changes the graph number if we have list of 
graphs.  For each graph the graph’s parameters are automatically displayed at the right side 
of spin button. 
 
Adding/editing graphs 

 
 For Adding/editing the graphs, one has to activate the respective push button control.  
For editing the graph using the spin button control the graph number that is to be edited is 
chosen before activating the edit button.  A dialog box as shown in Fig. 5 will appear if the 
user activates the ‘Add graph’ button.  Similar dialog box also will appear if the user 
activates the ‘Edit Graph’ button, but the title of the dialog box changes to ‘Editing’ instead 
of ‘Adding’.  
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Fig. 5 Combo box controls to select the required nuclear data. 

  
 

The combo box controls are provided as shown in Fig. 5 to select the library, 
Nuclide/Nuclear Index Number, type of cross section/parameter and temperature.  The 
nuclide is selected by its name or NIN.  When selected by name the NIN combo box selects 
the respective NIN.  Similarly when the nuclide is selected by NIN the nuclide’s name 
Combo box selects the respective nuclide.  If the required library is not found in the list of 
libraries in the Library combo box, user can add the library by using ‘Add Library’ button.  
After selecting the required parameters of the graph if the ‘OK’ button is pressed then 
adding/editing the graph is done and the display of graphs is updated. 
 
Removing the Graph 

 
 For removing the plot, the graph number is selected first using the spin button. Then 
by activating the ‘Remove Graph’ button, the graph is deleted from the list of graphs and the 
display is updated. 
 
Displaying Legend 

 
 To display the Legend, the user has to activate the  tool bar button or 
‘View|Legend’ menu command.  The position of the Legend can be adjusted using the 
navigation keys →, ←,  ↑  ,  ↓  in the keyboard.  The   tool bar button or ‘View|Legend’ 
menu command has also the toggle action.  By repeating these operations user can move the 
Legend to avoid overlapping the graphs or even hide the Legend if necessary. 
 
Changing Color of the Graphs and Adding the Symbols 

 
 To change the color of the graph and adding symbols to the graph, user can employ 
the toolbar button  or ‘Edit|Colors’ menu command.  A Dialog box as shown in Figure 6 is 
displayed . 
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Fig. 6 Dialog box to change color of the graphs and and/or to add the symbols 

 
 

 The change button causes a color dialog box to display and the user can select the 
desired color for the graph.  The background gray scale can be varied to make appropriate 
background for better clarity of plots.  An example is the comparison of eta values in the 
WIMS-D library derived from the Japanese evaluated nuclear data file, JENDL-3.2, for six 
different isotopes of uranium.  In addition, by making the check mark in check boxes the 
symbols would also be getting drawn.  The ‘Frequency’ indicates the number of energy 
group intervals between the symbols.  For instance, we can select the symbols for two 
datasets at a frequency of 6 and the graph for the case of selection of this option in the dialog 
box shown in Fig. 6 would appear as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 A plot of the parameter “eta” for six different uranium isotopes from 
JENDL-3.2 based WIMS-D library. 

 
 
 

Zooming the Cross Section Data with respect to Energy Groups 
 
 By default the cross section data is displayed for all energy groups.  If it is required 
to view the cross section in selected groups like thermal groups, resonance groups and fast 
groups, user can activate either the tool bar button  or the menu command ‘Edit|Energy 
Range’.  The definition of the range follows the usual WIMS conventions.  In the 69 groups, 
there are 14 fast energy groups between 10MeV and 9.118KeV, 13 resonance energy groups 
between 9.118KeV and 4eV, and 42 thermal energy groups from 4 to 10-3eV.    In the 172 
groups, there are 45 fast energy groups between 19.6MeV and 9.118KeV, 47 resonance 
groups between 9.118KeV and 4eV, and 80 thermal groups from 4 to 10-5eV. 
 
 The activation of the tool bar button  displays a dialog box as shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Dialog box to select the energy range. 

 
As seen above user can select the energy group of interest.  If ‘User Defined’ option is 
selected the dialog box displays additional controls for units, minimum and maximum 
energy as shown in Fig. 9 
 

 
 

 Fig. 9. User can specify the minimum and maximum energy to view the 
cross section data.   
 
 The zooming option can be employed for cross sections or ratios. It works both in the 
linear and in the log scale. 
 
 As an example of this zooming option we consider the case of absorption cross 
section of Th-232.  The zoomed graphs in Fig. 10 were obtained for Th-232 by selecting the 
thermal energy region. 
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Fig. 10. Absorption cross sections of Th-232 in the thermal energy region. 
 
The same data shown in Fig. 10 can be obtained as a ratio graph choosing a user specified 
library as reference.  For instance, the above data can be plotted in ratio form by clicking on 
the ratio button and selecting the ENDF/B-VI library as the reference. See Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11. Ratio of absorption cross section of Th-232 in the thermal energy 
region with ENDF/B-VI as the reference. 
 
The graphs in Fig. 12 were obtained for Th-232 by selecting the fast energy region. 
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Fig. 12. The absorption cross section of Th-232 in the fast energy region. 

 
The user gets additional perspective by playing with these options.  For instance, the 

above data can be plotted in ratio form by clicking on the ratio button and selecting the 
WIMS1971 library as the reference.  The plot is shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13. The graphs of Fig. 12 redrawn as a ratio in the resonance and fast 

energy regions with WIMS1971 data as reference. 
 
The same data gives a ratio graph as shown in Fig. 14 when ENDF/B-VI is specified as the 
reference. 
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Fig. 14. The graphs of Fig. 12 or Fig. 13 redrawn as a ratio with ENDF/B-VI 
data as reference in 100eV to 10MeV energy region. 

 
Ratio of Cross section Data 

 
 While plotting more than one graph, the user can get the histogram plot of ratio of 
cross section data as a function of energy. While plotting this ratio of cross section, data of 
one graph is considered as reference and the ratio of other graph’s data for each group is 
calculated with respect to this reference data and the percentage deviation is plotted in the 
graph.  The user selects reference data.  This ratio plot can be displayed either by activating 
the  toolbar button or ‘View|Ratio’ menu command. 
 

For example the display in Figure 15 shows the graphs plotted for absorption cross 
section of cadmium from five different libraries ENDF/B-VI.8, JEF2.2, WIMS1971, 
WIMS1986 and JENDL3.2. 
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Fig. 15.  Absorption cross section of cadmium from five different libraries  

 
 If user wants to display the ratio of cross section by taking the JENDL-3.2 as 
reference, first he should activate either the toolbar button  or ‘View|Ratio’ menu 
command.  Due to this event a dialog box as shown in Fig. 16 is displayed to select the 
reference data. 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Dialog box to select the reference data. 
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The reference can be selected using the option buttons.  After this the display shows the ratio 
plot as shown in Fig. 17. 
 

 
Fig. 17. Comparison of absorption cross section of Cadmium in thermal and 

resonance regions with respect to JENDL-3.2 based WIMS-D library  
 

 Activation of the toolbar button  or ‘View|Ratio’ menu command has toggle 
action.  If the user toggles it again, the ratio plot changes to the actual data plot.  For plotting 
the ratio, the XnWlup requires by design that all graphs should have identical energy groups. 
If they do not have identical energy groups, ratio plot cannot be obtained. 
 
 Another interesting example is illustrated in Fig. 18 for a comparison of νσf of Pu-
239 in JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI files in 172 groups.  In obtaining Fig. 18 using the 
XnWlup2.0, we used the selection of user specified energy 1 to 10 keV in the dialog box 
shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 18. Comparison of νσf of Pu-239 in 172 groups in 1 to 100KeV. 

 
The XnWlup software can transform Fig. 18 in ratio form as shown in Fig. 19 by using the 

 button 
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Fig. 19. The ratio JENDL3.2 / ENDF/B-VI.8 for νσf of Pu-239 
 
 

Changing the Cross Section Scale From Log to Linear or From Linear to Log 
 

By default, logarithmic scale is selected to view the cross section.  In many cases of 
intercomparisons, the logarithmic scale may be insufficient to highlight the 
discrepancies/differences.  If it is required to view the cross section in linear scale, user 
either can activate the  button or the menu command ‘View|Linear Scale’.  For instance, in 
the display presented in Fig. 20 the absorption cross section is plotted for U-238 from 
ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3.2, JEF-2.2 and the older WIMS libraries on log scale. 
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Fig. 20. Comparisons of absorption cross sections of U-238 on logarithmic 

scale. 
 
 
 Either by activating the  tool bar button or ‘View|Linear Scale’ menu command the 
display in Fig. 20 changes as shown in Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21. Comparison of absorption cross section of U-238 on linear scale. 

 
 It is important to realize that the large discrepancy in some energy regions can give 
an illusion of "good" agreement in other energy regions.  This problem has to be addressed 
by zooming the energy region of interest. 
 

Activation of  tool bar button or the respective menu command is giving toggle 
action. So one can go back to the log scale by again activating the  tool bar button or the 
respective menu command. 

 
If the cross section data happens to be zero for some energy groups, plotting with log 

scale is not possible and the plotting is done only with linear scale.  Similarly if maximum 
value of cross section exceeds 9000 barns, plotting is done only with log scale and linear 
scale plotting is not done. 
 
Saving the Graphs as BITMAP Image and Saving the Cross section Data in 
ASCII File 
 
 To save the graphs as BITMAP image user can use the  tool bar button or 
‘File|Save as BITMAP’ menu command.  A File open dialog box is displayed.  User can 
select the folder and give the filename to store the graphs as BITMAP image. 
 
 To save the numerical values of cross section data in ASCII file for the plotted 
graphs, user can use the  toolbar button or ‘File|Save Cross section' command. 
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Scattering and Absorption Cross sections  
 
The scattering cross section for a given energy group plotted here is calculated by the 

software as the sum of self-scattering within the given energy group and out-scattering to all 
the other groups from the given energy group.  The XnWlup2.0 software has the capability 
to plot the total scattering cross section and/or the out-scattering cross section.  When the 
scattering cross section is selected the user is prompted to specify the type of scattering cross 
section.  The plots obtained in the case of out-scattering cross section for Deuterium bound 
in heavy water are presented in Fig. 22 for 69 and 172 group libraries.  

 
 

 
Fig. 22. Out-scattering cross section for Deuterium bound in heavy water. 

 
 
Fig. 23 gives in ratio form the out-scattering cross section of Hydrogen bound in 

water using data in various 69 WIMS-D multi-group libraries for the selected energy range 
in the thermal region with ENDF/B-VI as the reference. 
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Fig. 23. Out-scattering cross sections for Hydrogen bound in water. 
 
In WIMS-D library convention, the (n, 2n) and (n, 3n) cross sections are treated as 

negative absorption.  Due to this approach, the absorption cross section in the first one to 
three energy groups (near 10 MeV) becomes negative for some elements/isotopes.  When the 
plot is made in logarithmic scale on Y-axis the negative/zero cross sections are not plotted.  
The presence of negative absorption is indicated by the symbol @ in the graph. One can see 
this type of negative absorption cross section for Gd-157 as illustrated in Fig. 24.  Figure 25 
shows a plot in linear scale in the selected energy region 2 to 20MeV for the element, Gd-
157 where the negative values are displayed. 
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Fig. 24. Absorption cross sections of Gd-157 
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Fig. 25. Comparison of absorption cross sections for Gd-157 in the energy 
region where the negative values for absorption cross sections are seen in the 
WIMS-D libraries. 
 

Plotting fission cross section, eta, nufission and nubar. 
 

If the selected nuclide is not fissile nuclide, choosing the option of fission or nufissionor 
eta or nubar makes a message "The selected nuclide is not fissile" appear on the screen.  If 
only the selected nuclide is fissile, the 'σf'', 'νσf‘ and ‘Eta‘ or 'ν‘ can be plotted. Fig. 26 
shows the plots obtained for U-233 from the 172-group library of ENDF/B-VI.8. 
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Fig. 26. Plots of  'ν‘, 'σa', 'σf‘, 'νσf‘ and ‘η‘ obtained for U-233 from the 172 

group library of ENDF/B-VI.8. 
 
 
Eta (η) is an important physics parameter used to characterize the fuel value.  It is 

defined as the average number of neutrons produced per neutron absorbed in fuel.  For a fuel 
composed of a single fissile isotope the expression is (See Ref. 4) given by 

η = νσf  /  σa 
In the case of WIMS-D library since the denominator, by convention, also includes (n, 

2n) as negative absorption cross sections, the plots generated by WIMS will match the real 
definition of eta only when the (n, 2n) cross sections are zero.  The (n, 2n) cross sections 
occur in the first few groups of the 69/172-group library for the actinides.  A plot for 
Americium-243 obtained using the XnWlup2.0 is given in Fig. 27 to illustrate the 
discrepancy in the eta of Am-243 between the 172 group libraries of ENDF/B-VI.8 and 
JENDL-3.2. 
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Fig. 27. Plot showing a comparison of eta of Am-243 in 172 group WIMS-

D libraries obtained by processing ENDF/B-VI.8 and JENDL-3.2. 
 
In the graph η-scale is given in the right side.  It is well known in the field of reactor 

analysis that to produce more fissile material than one depletes in maintaining the fission 
chain reaction and parasitic absorption, one would have to operate with fissile isotopes and 
neutron energies for which η(E) is greater than two.  By keeping this in mind a dashed line is 
drawn for η = 2. 
 

Applications and use of XnWlup software in nuclear data and thermal reactor 
design studies 
 
The nuclear data centres in USA, Europe, Japan, Russia and China have been evolving 
computerized nuclear data files in ENDF/B format in the last 40 years to satisfy the nuclear 
data needs of nuclear energy development.  The basic evaluated nuclear data files, known as 
"ENDF/B" system, contain the recommended values of nuclear data for application 
calculations.  These data files cannot be directly used in application calculations.  To use the 
best nuclear data in application calculations, it is an imperative engineering requirement to 
correctly process the basic evaluated nuclear data files into usable format.  Thus the recently 
released basic evaluated nuclear data files, such as ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3.1, BROND-2 and 
CENDL-2, mentioned in Fig. 28 are not directly used as input to neutronics or other applied  
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Fig. 28. Use and the role of XnWlup software in thermal reactor studies 
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calculations but are first converted to pre-processed files which are post-processed into 
multi-group files which are then cast into specially formatted working libraries that are 
compatible with neutronic codes.  The task of processing ENDF/B files is an inescapable 
part of any serious simulation study of nuclear systems.  The IAEA WIMS-D library update 
project was conceived with the goal of providing updated working nuclear data libraries for 
the users of the WIMS-D5 or its earlier versions or compatible thermal reactor lattice-cell 
code.  The WLUP is the vital link that will produce the working library for thermal reactor 
applications in the generic scheme in Fig. 28. 

 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

 
We plan to extend the capability of the XnWlup2.0 software to cover several 

additional features that include the following: 
 
1. Provide cursor initiated zooming capability to zoom specific energy regions in each 

of the above cases. 
2. Include options to generate plots of other useful quantities, such as, fission neutron 

spectra, scattering matrices, P1 data, resonance integrals as a function of dilution 
cross section and temperature for each energy group and as a function of energy for 
each dilution and temperature. 

3. Reconstruction of a material data (for example Zirconium alloy, Stainless Steel, UO2 
or PuO2-UO2) from its components and atomic densities given, and generate plots of 
macroscopic cross sections of the material and components and/or percentage of the 
contribution of each component to the total.  This option can be useful for testing the 
importance of each isotope or partial contribution of a given element/isotope to a 
mixture. 

4. Development of a client-server model of XnWlup to facilitate a web-server 
compatible version. 

 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Reactor design physics is the art or science of predicting integral quantities such as 
criticality, shielding, radiation safety related response functions etc., starting from a detailed 
description of basic nuclear data in simulation studies.  Thus nuclear data is an inescapable 
and integral part of the design process of nuclear systems. 
 

Several questions relating to basic reactor physics research and development involves 
critical examination and understanding of the appropriate nuclear data and discrepancies 
associated with the data.  The version 2.0 of ‘XnWlup’ software described in this article 
facilitates the preparation of an extensive handbook of nuclear data such as total, absorption, 
transport, fission, total scattering cross section and out-scattering cross section data in the 
WIMS-D compatible libraries.  It helps the user to efficiently obtain visualization of the 
energy dependent cross sections of nuclear reactions for the nuclides/isotopes listed in 
69/172 groups in various available WIMS-D libraries.  This program also plots the ‘eta’ or 
'nubar' for fissile nuclides following the WIMS convention.  The program provides the 
option of saving the graphs or numerical values of plotted data in a hard disk file.  Using this 
software, the user can easily prepare his/her own handbook of cross sections selecting the 
reference file of his/her choice and energy regions to suit specific investigations. 
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